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Features

+   Reliable thermostatic performance supported by TMV3 approval

+   Brass body with chrome finish

+   Dual independently operated flow and temperature controls

+   Supplied with 2m chrome hose, 1m chrome riser rail  
and easy clean chrome headset

+   Chrome soap dish included to keep all showering products 
easily accessible

+   Wall bracket offers flexible shower head positioning

+   Shower head has 3 adjustable spray patterns

+   Paddle operating levers

+   Integral double check valves ensure the elimination of backflow 

+   Bottom outlet (central)

Product Overview

Easy to use thermostatic (TMV3) bar mixer shower in chrome finish.

Arka® Thermostatic Mixer Shower

March 2019

Benefits

+   Attractive contemporary design in chrome finish,  
ideal for the modern home

+   Supplied as standard with a 2m chrome shower hose, providing 
carers and users extra manoeuvrability when showering

+   Worry-free showering with thermostatic control  
and override buttons

+   Large paddle control levers make the shower easy to use even 
with limited dexterity

+   Dual controls offer an individual temperature and flow setting  
to suit all users

+   Easy to clean shower head

Guarantees & Approvals

(2 year extended warranty options available.)
3 YEAR
WARRANTY
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Product Specification

+   Water pressure: 0.2 bar (min) – 5 bar (max)

+   Dimension for fitting: 150mm inlet centres

+   Water entry: Back

+   Inlet connectors: 3/4” BSP

+   Max static pressure: 10 Bar

+   Valve type: Bar valve with dual independent 
thermostatic and flow control

+   Approvals: TMV3, (BS EN1111:1999  
BS EN1287:1999)

Product Codes

Dimensions

AKW Arka Thermostatic Mixer Shower Kit 25420

AKW Arka Care Thermostatic Mixer Shower + Care Kit  25420CH

AKW Arka Thermostatic Mixer Shower 25421-2

AKW Arka Standard Handset & Rail 25422

Surface Mounted Pipework Fittings for Shower Mixer 25423

Wall Mount Fixings Chrome Plates for Shower Mixer 25424

+   Max pre-set temperature: 41°C

+   Approx ECO flow: 7-8.5 litres per minute  
(when tested at 3 bar)

+   Both the temperature and flow rates are  
limited by the override buttons on the levers, 
however these rates can be altered to suit  
client preference at the commissioning stage  
of installation


